
 
 

2017/2018 GCSE Choices 
 

 

Student Name: …………………….. Current Year Group: …..       
 

Please show us your top two choices in each of the two blocks by 
numbering them 1 and 2 to show your first and second choices.  Last 
year everyone got their two first choices – hopefully we can repeat that.   
 

Please note:   
 Students considering A Levels and perhaps then university really 

need to have taken French and/or German with either History and/or 
Geography by the end of their Year 11.  Other than in exceptional 
circumstances, all students should have taken at least one of these 
subjects by the end of their Year 11.   

 Year 8 students are advised to choose one of the subjects coloured in 
green for their first year of GCSEs. 

 We do sometimes tutor one or two students for minority subjects 
and are looking at delivering Psychology and Music in this way this 
time around.   

 

 

                         2017-2018                        

GCSE Choices 
 

It’s time for students in the current Years 8-10 to make their two GCSE choices for 
the coming academic year which kicks off on Monday 19th June.  The subjects on 
offer have been based on two straw polls of what students wanted to do; we have 
tried, as best we can, to tailor the subjects on offer to our students’ needs.         
 

There is less freedom with a student’s choice of subjects now than there has been in 
the past.  National developments mean that we have to ‘encourage’ some students’ 
in particular directions.  For most students, it is advisable to take at least one of the 
following subjects by the end of their Year 11:  History; Geography; French; & 
German.  If you are thinking university it should be French and/or German with 
either History and/or Geography.   

 

Block 1 
 

 

Block 2 
 

Choices for  
2016/17 

 

Year 8 
Information 

 

Year 9/10 
Information 

  

BLOCK 1 
 

French 
 

ICT 
 

Food Prep. 
& Nutrition 

 
History 

 
Art & Design  

 

BLOCK 2 
 

German  
 

Perf. Arts 
 

Resistant 
Meterials 

 
Sports Sci. 

 
Geography 

 

You will study two  
options subjects in 

your Year 9 and take 
exams in them next 

summer. 
 

The subjects in green 
are the ones that we 
know Year 9 students 
really can succeed in.  
We are not keen for 
you to consider the 
subjects in red until 

your Year 10. 

 

If you are considering A 
Levels and then University, 

it’s well worth having 
something called the 

‘English Baccalaureate’ 
under your belt.   

 

The E Bacc  consists of 
English, Maths, Science, a 

language (French/German) 
and a humanities subject 

(History/Geography).    
 

Choose your subjects this 
year and next accordingly.   

 

 

History 
 

 Sports Science  

Art & Design  Geography   
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BLOCK 1  BLOCK 2 
 
 

French  
 

 

 

 

Taught this year by our new Languages Teacher, Ms Johnson, French has 
always been a popular subject at SKS and has delivered excellent results.  The 
course has changed this year with there now being no coursework.  Instead, 
the final assessment is all done through exams.  There are four of them, one 
for each of Speaking, Listening, Reading & Writing.  Each exam is worth 25%.  
Lessons will consist of lots of speaking work and pairs work and you will learn 
as well as have fun! Many students opt to take this subject at A level. This 
year’s GCSE students went on a trip to the south of France to help with their 
studies and saw at first hand the benefits of speaking a foreign language.                         
 

 
 

 
 

German 

 

It’s great news this year that enough students have shown interest in a 
second modern foreign language for us to be able to offer the German 
GCSE course.  And as luck would have it, Ms Johnson, our new Languages 
Teacher, is trained and experienced in delivering this subject.  Like the 
French course, German is assessed through four exams, one each for 
Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing.  Lessons will consist of lots of 
speaking work and pairs work and you will learn as well as have fun! 
Again, like French, students may well decide to go on to takethis subject 
at A Level.  Having one, and potentially two, Language GCSEs under your 
belt will always be useful in the future.   
 

 
 
 

In this course, taught by Mr Fletcher, students will be taking the Edexcel 
Digital Applications (CiDA) specification.  There are two units.  Unit 1 is 
examined and is based on a practical exam.  The exam is computer based 
and gets students to react to a project brief.  Unit 2 is a creative multi-
media project. It could involve creating film, animation, downloading and 
processing information from the internet and various other media.  The 
final product is presented in an e portfolio to showcase the work and 
provide evidence of how it was produced.  This year’s project is called 
‘Rave and Rant’!  Exciting stuff!   
 

 
 

 

ICT 

 
 

We have had considerable success with the Drama and Dance GCSE courses in 
recent years and have decided this year to combine the two subjects for the 
coming year in a Performing Arts BTEC Level 2 course.  Both Miss Alison and Mr 
Layden will teach units delivering improvised and scripted Drama and the 
choreography and performance of Dance.  There is no exam for this course with 
everything being very practically based.  Be prepared for plenty of written work 
as well, with your portfolio of ideas and evaluations being a core part of your 
assessment alongside your performances.  Film will likely be brought into your 
work as well as opportunities to go out to see live work elsewhere.                       
 

 
 
 
 

 
Performing 

Arts 

 

 

Food Preparation & 
Nutrition 

 
 

This is a brand new GCSE course offered by the WJEC examination board and 
taught by Ms Timmons.  Like the courses we have offered previously, it has a 
strong practical element.  The two coursework assignments, for example, are 
investigations involving students in planning and carrying out practical tasks and 
then going on to evaluate how it has all gone.  There is an increased emphasis 
upon nutrition and healthy eating and there is also more focus on the Science 
behind what is happening in the production of food.  A good example of this is 
finding out what yeast does and actually how it works.   
 

 
 

 
Resistant 
Materials 

 
 

Resistant Materials will once again be delivered by Ms Senior.  There will of 
course be a real emphasis upon making skills, but even more important will be 
the thought and planning that goes in to the design process. Certainly the two 
hour written paper worth 40% of the final mark will test students’ ability to 
evaluate and improve upon particular designs and products.  Then there is the 
practical assessment worth the remaining 60% of the marks.  It is the process of 
developing, improving and finally delivering a product that gets you the top 
grades.  You have to write about what you are doing as well as do it.     
 

 

It’s all change for the History GCSE this year with both a new course and a new 
teacher – Mr Birtwistle.  Coursework is no more, with everything being assessed 
through exams.  Fortunately there are still only two of them, both 1hr 45mins in 
length.  The course will use and build upon the knowledge of British history from 
the work we have done in Years 7&8.  It will also extend your knowledge of 
world events, including some of the issues and conflict that followed on from 
World War Two.  You will have heard about Vietnam – take this course and you 
will soon know a lot more about it, as well as the reign of Edward I, the great 
castle builder and how health and medicine has developed in our country.     
 

 

 
 

History 

 
 

We are delighted to be able to offer a PE based course to a group of 
students for the first time in a while. Sports Science is an OCR Cambridge 
National Level 2 course, and like the Performing Arts course it is the 
equivalent of a GCSE.  Mrs Allinson will be delivering the lessons, so expect 
both practical and theory.  There is one exam worth 25% of your final 
marks.  The remaining 75% is coursework and includes practical 
assessments as well as your written evaluations.  Key elements of the 
course include training, nutrition and sports psychology.  You will also 
consider sports injuries.   
 

 

 
 

Sports Science 
 

 

 

Art & Design  
 

 

 

Art & Design GCSE underpins progress to a number of different professions 
including graphic design, animation, film-making and the fashion industry.  Ms 
Senior follows the AQA course and all assessment is practical.  For the ten hour 
exam, worth 40% of the final mark, you have to prepare and produce a finished 
piece.  The remaining 65% of marks are gained through your portfolio of work.  
Students work in a variety of different media including photography, textiles, 3d 
design and painting & drawing.  Therefore, you have a chance to hone the course 
to suit your particular interests.  Art is fun, stimulating and creative.  For many, it 
provides a valuable alternative to the way most other subjects are approached.  
But expect to work hard in class and to produce lots of work from home.    
 

 
 

 

Geography 

 

The AQA Geography GCSE course changes this year but still builds nicely on the 
work we have done in Years 7/8.  With no coursework for the first time in a 
while, assessment is carried out through three exams, one of them a ‘hands on’ 
practical paper.  The course covers various elements of human and physical 
Geography.  Rivers are a central part of the course.  There is also a unit on 
environment and adaptions that looks at how animals adapt to living in the 
Arctic and deserts.  Another focus is extremes of climate and weather.  Like 
History, this subject develops literacy and communication skills and is good 
preparation for A Level study and beyond.  It also develops an appreciation for 
the environment.   
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